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Discerning Apple TV says ‘YES’ to LLBN 
Networks for its Livestream Service 
 

We were recently thrilled to learn that Apple Inc. has accepted a proposal and app design to allow 
streaming LLBN’s eight networks on its Apple TV video service. 
 
Apple TV is a digital media player and console to receive audio and video via the Internet for playback on 
enhanced-definition or HD televisions. It lets consumers’ stream music, video and podcasts as well as 
apps for viewing specialty TV channels like LLBN. 
 
Apple TV has a reputation for allowing only high quality program content on its system versus other 
services. A program startup date is now being planned and will be communicated here as soon as 
available. 
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Construction Highlights 
 
Construction of the Great Commission Broadcast Complex has begun with the interior 
remodeling of Studio 1. The most dramatic headway is in renovating the studio and adjacent 
audio/video control rooms. Meanwhile, construction continues at a steady pace on the new 
building next to the studio.  
   

BEFORE – Recording the ‘LLBN Worship’ service in Studio 1 the  
evening of July 2nd. 
 

 
 
 

AFTER – How Studio 1 looked three days later as the set is stripped in 
preparation for its complete removal. 
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  GONE – The former set and stage is fully demolished prior  
to relocation at the north-facing wall. 

 

   
 
 
 

NEXT DOOR – fresh concrete applied to rebar-enforced foundation 
to form base of ‘Great Commission Broadcast Complex.’ 
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August 2020 

Studio 1 Gathering Reveals Next Steps;  
Overall Remodeling Goals 
 

A recent LLBN staff meeting at Studio 1 dramatically illustrated the interior demolition work completed 
to date and served as backdrop to describe future plans and remodeling goals for the facility. 
 
All rooms were visited including the main studio, video control and separate audio control rooms, and 
the former lobby area. Through judicious redesign, all will have more available space without enlarging 
the original building. A new main backdrop will allow greater TV production flexibility using bright digital 
displays and no formal stage.  
 
All wiring will pass through four primary conduits throughout the building (video; audio; network; AC 
power extensions) to eliminate wires strung across the floor, walls and ceiling. This redesign is planned 
to support our needs for at least 20 years. Remodeling is expected to be complete by early fall. 
 
 

 
 

EXECUTIVE REVIEW – LLBN CEO Ganim Hanna (center) reviews new Studio 1 
floorplans on-site with production and office staff. 
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CABLE INSTALLATION – Fiber, coaxial, audio and related cabling is pulled 
through clearly marked conduit to what will be the new, improved Studio 1 
space. 

 
 

 
 

LLBN architect Gabriel Isaia (center) and CEO Ganim Hanna (right) last week 
reviewed installation diagram and delivery logistics on-site with Empire Steel 
representatives prior to setup of metal support members, exterior cladding 
and roof. Skeletal steel assembly begins in 3-6 weeks and takes 15 days to 
complete. 
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Inside The Great Commission Broadcast Complex… 

 
LLBN Profile… 
 

 
 

Gabriel Isaia, Architect 
 
 
LLBN Position or Responsibility - Architect for LLBN’s new Great Commission Broadcast Complex. “I 
look forward to building this amazing structure. Under God’s guidance, we will succeed.” 
 
How long have you been with LLBN?  -  “From when the present studio was just a metal building 15 
years ago. I did the first plot plan and elevations.” 
 
Why did you join or support this Ministry? – “God lead me here. He inspires me and always helps 
me pass municipal oversight and inspections. I survive through prayer when I am in difficult moments.” 
 
 
Note from Ganim Hanna, LLBN CEO… 
 
Gabriel has been a loyal volunteer and friend of LLBN since the inception of Studio 1.  
 
He’s also a licensed architect and general contractor who truly loves the Lord. I marveled at his 
work 15 years ago during the transformation of our present Studio 1 from its original steel-
sided storage structure. 
 
I therefore contacted him last fall seeking his help in designing and building the new great 
Commission Broadcast Complex. I proposed; 

1. He donate his architectural, design and permit submission efforts which was confirmed 
nationally to be worth $50K.  

2. Discount his service fee by 50 percent to manage and supervise the entire construction 
project including remodeling Studio 1, which would be taken off the original $46K 
quote. 

3. Volunteer to lead development of a new LLBN Romanian Network. 
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Although he agreed to all three proposals and isn’t charging LLBN for managing and supervising 
the entire construction phase, I felt it best to pay the fifty percent discounted rate out of 
fairness. 
  
Gabriel has graciously worked with my requirements for the new building and effectively 
interfaced with the many local and state agencies involved. He also collaborated exceptionally 
well with my brother in-law Nick Skaf, who achieved significant savings for us by donating his 
structural knowledge and California licensed Professional Engineer expertise to co-design and 
apply the state’s regulatory stamp to our plans. 
  
Much of the remodeling and construction progress you see today, as well as all municipal 
approvals, has been effectively and prayerfully guided by Gabriel in his deep devotion to this 
ministry.   
 
 


